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Extended Data 

 

Extended Data Figure 1: cFos dependent shEGFP induction in vitro and in vivo. a, Organotypic TetTag 

mouse hippocampal culture b, 50 mM KCl stimulation protocol c, Example of two-photon imaging of cFos-

reporter (shEGFP) after high K+ stimulation. d, Quantification of shEGFP fluorescence over time, using Imaris 

spot detection (left) or whole image fluorescence intensity (right). e, Double immunofluorescence staining 

against cFos (magenta) and shEGFP (green) in DG of TetTag mice 3.5 h after water maze (WM) training. Most 

fluorescent GCs are double-positive (white arrows). f) Very high overlap of shEGFP reporter (green) and cFos 

protein (magenta) in animals sacrificed 1.5 h (n = 3 mice) after water maze training, slightly lower 3 h (n = 3 

mice) after water maze training. Markers correspond to individual animals, bars show mean ± SE. g, Weak 

correlation between fluorescence intensity of cFos and shEGFP in colocalization spots at 1.5 and 3 h post 

WM training. Each marker corresponds to a colocalization spot (nucleus). Data from bilateral DG images, 6 

sections per mouse. 
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Extended Data Figure 2: Electrophysiological characterization of iChloC-expressing granule cells. a, iChloC-

expressing granule cells (GC) in hippocampal slice culture were identified by their mKate fluorescence 

(magenta) and patch-clamped. b, Resting potential, capacitance and number of action potentials fired in 

response to somatic current injections of different amplitude (iChloC-expressing GCs). c, Brief (20 ms) blue 

light pulses completely inhibited depolarization-induced spiking in the next 20 ms and still reduced spiking 5 

s later, consistent with the slow closing kinetics of iChloC. d, Photocurrents reversed at -70 mV, indicating a 

chloride conductance.  
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Extended Figure 3: Behavioral effects of optogenetic inhibition and tethering. a, Swim speed in tethered 

mice. comparison between tethered and balloon to untethered/no balloon trials (left); comparison between 

light ON/OFF trials in tethered/with balloon mice. b, Mice in RT-C and RT-S had similar performance during 

the light-OFF trial on day 5 (platform in E). Effects seen between groups on Fig 3 are not due to selection 

bias. c, Comparison between time spent in annulus W during probe trial on day 5 (platform in E) vs. day 6 

(platform in W). Both groups significantly increased the time spent in annulus W from day 5 to 6, although 

mice in the RT-S showed a more drastic improvement (paired, two-tailed t test) than mice in the RT-C group. 

d, Mice in the RT-C group kept preference for the old platform position in E while mice in the RT-S searched 

back and forth between old and new positions.   
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Extended Data Figure 4: cFos-driven shEGFP and mKate2 ensemble size under different conditions from 

main figures. a, Fraction of mKate+ (magenta) and shEGFP+ (green) cells of DAPI in the granule cell (GC) 

layer of the dentate gyrus (DG) in home-caged (HC) mice. cFos+ ensemble size was lower in the first hours 

after the end of the off-dox period (0 h, 6 h), reflecting the time needed for expression of iChloC-mKate2 

(**, p=0.0031, one-way-ANOVA, Tukey’s multiple comparison test). shEGFP ensembles are similar in all 

home cage conditions. b, Fraction of mKate+ and shEGFP+ cells of DAPI in the GC layer of the DG of mice 

trained in the water maze (WM) or open field (OF) and compared to HC mice. All groups had the same 24 h 

temporal distance (ΔT) between tagging windows except the optogenetic manipulation groups that had 6 

days in between (reversal training – silenced (RT-S) and control (RT-C)). Ensemble size is similar regardless of 

experience, tagging day or fluorescent tag. Bars show mean ± SE, marks correspond to animals.  c, cFos 

expression quantification from shEGFP ensembles. Normalized shEGFP fluorescence mean intensity from all 

positive cells (spots, see methods). Each data point represents one GC and scatter plot shows all cells from 

all acquired images per condition (line represents median with interquartile range). Data was binned and 

statistical analysis was performed on frequency distributions (two-way-ANOVA, intensity x group). When 

compared to HC mice, cFos expression is significantly higher in mice that experience OF (*, p=0.01), or WM 

(at early training (ET), ****, p<0.0001; when over trained (OT), **, p=0.001; or after reversal training (RT), *, 

p=0.031). 

 


